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Underlying the recent reorganization of Atomic Energy

of Canada Limited (AECL) is the goal of more export sales of

reactors, preservation of 35,000 high technology jobs, and

profits for the Crown Corporation and the engineering compa-

nies making up Canada's nuclear power industry.

This industry is based on a unique reactor system

developed by AECL. Working with the Crown corporation's

design technology, it produces proven station designs and

components for reactors. But engineering and production does

not sell itself.

To understand the unique nature of Canada's nuclear

industry and why the particular reorganization is necessary

requires some background. From the beginning, Canada based

its nuclear industry on experience with natural uranium and

heavy water. Other countries used enriched uranium as the

cornerstone of their nuclear power development. Depending

on whether a reactor uses natural or enriched uranium, the

supporting technology varies significantly. So, unlike

mining or forestry, where much of the technology could be imported,

AECL recruited companies to produce a commercial application of

the Canadian technology, through co-operative development and
engineering projects.

Out of this co-operation came the industrial capacity

to produce the boilers, pumps, fuel channels, fueling machines

and valves as well as the reactor (calandria) itself. Amalgams

of engineering groups dedicated to the success of the CANDU

system were also created.
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Initially taking the lead among industrial companies

Canadian General Electric (CGE) built the successful Nuclear

Power Demonstration (NPD) reactor to AECL's design at Rolphton,

Ontario near Chalk River. However, Ontario Hydro's policy of

competitive bidding on all components precluded one manufacturer

from becoming the sole supplier. So, with the Canadian market

of the early 1960's restricted to Ontario Hydro, CGE was

restricted to the role of component supplier and thus the

opportunity for private industry to become the reactor supplier

was lost.

Virtually shut out of the domestic picture in this

way, CGE people, with AECL's blessings and support packed their

bags and went to market the CANDU fCanada Deuterium Uranium")

reactor internationally. With long experience in electrical

marketing to industry and government utilities, CGE looked

like the logical company to sell CANDU in the world market.

But marketing reactors is an expensive proposition,

and the company lost several costly international sales compe-

titions. So it curtailed its CANDU marketing efforts in

196S. Consequently, at the government's instruction, AECL,

which was still basically an engineering company, took over

the task.

From CGE, AECL had inherited the information that Argentina

wanted natural uranium reactors. Following several years

of contact with AECL, Argentina invited AECL to bid on a

600 megawatt reactor.
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Beyond buying engineering for the project and wanting

to develop domestic technically-based industry, the Argenti-

nians were concerned about their balance of trade deficit

with Canada. Obligingly, the contract included extensive

provision for local content and technology transfer.

To diversify the trade impact further, AECL formed

a partnership with Italimpianti to manage the construction.

Aside from the firm's experience in Argentina, AECL's chances

of selling a plant in Italy would improve significantly if

an Italian firm had project management experience with CANDU.

It understates the obvious to say that AECL had

not developed adequate marketing or contracting capabilities.

While Pickering's success launched the CANDU system in a

technically spectacular manner, duplicating the success with

other provinces' and overseas utilities has proven more diffi-

cult.

The logic behind the Argentine sal* was good but

the execution was not. In its eagerness to show that the

reactor was commercial outside Canada, AECL had priced the

sale on the basis of the Pickering power station. Even after

some allowances were made for different engineering and indus-

trial situations in Argentina, the contract still reflected

the efficiencies of the Pickering construction more than

economic realism. Delays and rush orders iicneased the esti-

mated final costs substantially. Nor did PBCh have the manage-

ment experience that such overseas contracting1 demanded.
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Meanwhile, AECL contracted to sell a similar reactor

to the Republic of Korea on a turnkey basis. Among other

advantages, the Koreans felt that existing industrial

suppliers in Korea could meet the engineering demands of the

CANDU reactor more easily than alternative reactor designs.

Then, in 1974, India exploded a nuclear device

which cast a long shadow on any subsequent sales. Although

the plutonium for the Indian explosion came from a research

reactor, rather than the Rapp I CANDU reactor, the fact

pointed up the need for effective safeguards agreements.

So now, Canadian reactor safeguard requirements go

further than the International Noh-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).

This comes at a time when many nations, with no aggressive

intentions, oppose the NPT because they believe its provisions

will retard their technological development and deny them

access to economic nuclear power.

Such a summary skips a lot of information but it

does supply the essentials to the present.

Today, Canada has high technology industry, meeting

an essential domestic need and capable of generating jobs

and export earnings of roughly-$350 million per export

sale. The recent announced agreement with Romania for the

purchase of one 600 megawatt reactor with an option on the

second capitalizes on this capacity and promising discussions

are under way with Italy and Japan.
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But none too soon: according to the recent

report prepared for the Canadian Nuclear Association

by the consulting firm of Leonard and Partners Limited,

the current domestic program will not be sustained

through the 1990's. (This report was published before

the Romanian sale.) The same report concluded that "a

sustained requirement of one (600MWe) reactor per year

is...a reasonable level of export business". Without this

sale, progressive completion of current work in progress

will lead to more idle capacity.

In his interim report for the Royal Commission on

Electrical Power Planning, Arthur Porter, the chairman,

noted that this level of manufacturing activity is now at

a peak and will decline as various planned stations are

completed.

Even if planned but uncommitted domestic projects

go ahead, Dr. Porter noted that their addition would only

sustain the present level of activity.

AECL's response to this situation has been to esta-

blish a target of at least one export sale a year. But

there is difficult competition. The French, British, Swedes,

Germans and several U.S. firms have organized major activities

around export sales and developed their reactors on a manu-

facturing base which they own. Having an earlier start on

commercial exploitation of their systems, several of these

competitors, led by Westinghouse, with roughly 150 sales people,

and significant domestic back-up, have already achieved significant
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penetration o£ the export markets. With full commercial

control over systems engineering, manufacturing, fuel

supply and major components of electrical plant, AECL's

competitors can tie guarantees to major products manufac-

tured in their own plants.

Like AECL, they earn some sales profits from

engineering, but principally from manufacturing and often

project management. Under.these circumstances, they have

greater profits on a sale as well as more control over

quality and price.

The facts of competition, the public-private

nature of Canada's nuclear industry and the increased

involvement of government have led to several policy changes.

AECL now recognizes that it has to have tighter control over

sourcing. Engineering design costs and production problems

will decline dramatically if the company can settle on

basic designs and single suppliers for components. There

is a limit to how far this policy can go, however, because

competition and local content provisions have been important

contractual elements in foreign sales.

AECL has also recognized that it has to develop greater project

and construction skills so that inevitable construction

problems can be solved in harmony with the overall system.

While there are now broad spectrum changes within

the company affecting financial and administrative control

and creating separate entities to deal with research, chemicals

and radiochemicals, the most important change involves extensive
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reorganization of the Power Projects group into Atomic

Energy of Canada Engineering Company, AECEC.

Reporting through an executive vice-president

to the parent company, A5CEC will have three operating

divisions. The Projects group will become the main contrac-

ting arm for all projects at home and abroad, and will

handle cost control, planning and procurement.

The equipment engineering group will insure that

testing and quality assurance of components meet AECfs stan-

dards.

Systems engineering, which has been the basis of

AECL's engineering operations to date, will remain responsible

for process engineering and specification of major compo-

nents of the reactor system. New system developments will

also come within this division's control.

Reflecting the metamorphosis of AECL from an engi-

neering company to one which supplies the whole range of

marketing and delivery systems, AECEC will have a beefed-up

sales force.

The extent of this marketing reorganization rests

on several oxher observations about reactor sales.

To be successful in international competition, the

Canadian nuclear industry cannot afford to approach potential

clients on a piecemeal basis. For AECL to offer systems

engineering and heavy water then refer possible clients to a

list of other Canadian suppliers of components, some of whom

are competing with each other, simply will not work, when the

competition can supply virtually the full line of supporting
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goods and services with full performance warranties.

Potential purchasers could be led to believe that such

marketing disorganization extends beyond the sales effort

to the total reactor system.

To cope with this situation, AECL will take on a

leadership role in coordinating the sales of a total reactor

package that includes materials and services supplied by private

Canadian companies. This spearhead function will not necessarily

extend beyond marketing to full power station and construction

activity. However, in accordance with the marketing role, the

company proposes to expand its investment in sales.

Despite the planned increase in marketing, a

vehicle must be found for the remainder of the industry

to participate. Some form of two tier structure is needed

whereby AECL will initiate the contracts with utilities or

governments who are potential buyers, exchange information

and do preliminary design work. When the more detailed

work related to submitting an actual bid arrives, and depending

on the type of sale, then other companies will be expected

to work closely with AECL.

To do otherwise would be the marketing equivalent

to the tail wagging the dog.

As stated earlier, the planned expansion of the AECL

sales force will be geared towards completing at least

a reactor sale a year, rather than meeting the competition

on all fronts.
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Most of the elements are in place for success in

this venture. Taxpayers' $1.6 billion investment, in R&D,

over the last 30 years, for the reactor has produced a highly

efficient product by any international standard. This product

is capable of substantial further development for the markets

of the late 20th and early 21st centuries. The industrial

capacity for this high technology industry exists in the

country. Canada needs to increase exports of high technology

manufactured goods. There is also a need for low cost power

throughout the world and in developing countries in a parti-

cular way. What remains for the company to do is provide

the marketing and delivery capacity outlined in this article

to bring all these elements together in a commercially viable

way.


